Abstract
Introduction
With the development of communication technology, the continuous growth of network scale and the emergence of a large number of real-time media data flow, especially because of the emergence of all kinds of new network businesses, network congestion situation has been aggravated. Hence, how to effectively avoid of the occurrence of network congestion, optimize the configuration of network resources and guarantee the network reliability and stability has become a research hotspot for network, information and control field.
Network congestion is mainly caused by unbalanced distribution of network resources and network flow, and congestion control algorithm could be divided into Source Algorithm and Link Algorithm according to its different realization position [1] . Currently, TCP congestion control algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm of Source Algorithm, but the usage of TCP could not absolutely avoid of the occurrence of network congestion, and additional active predictive discard of grouping by router is needed. Link Algorithm could effectively overcome the deadlock and global synchronization problems of traditional Drop Tail strategy, and its research focus is the algorithm of AQM (Active Queue Management). There are three kinds of AQM algorithm studies and they are RED (Random Early Detection) [2] , AQM algorithm based on control theory and AQM algorithm based on optimization theory.
RED algorithm is the earliest proposed AQM algorithm, and average queue length is used as congestion measurement index. Network congestion information could be quickly treated because the arrival data packet could be marked or discarded by packet loss rate. However, parameters of RED algorithm are very hard to be reasonably configured, and the utilization ratio of link is low. Hence, other researchers proposed ARED, SC-RED, SRED, BLUE, SFB, AVQ, GREEN algorithms, but the system stability is still hard to be guaranteed by these algorithms.
As for congestion control based on optimization theory, control method and optimization theory are used for establishment of network congestion model, and maximum utility function is used for design stable and fair congestion control algorithm. Typical algorithms of this kind include REM, PAQM, APACE algorithms. Dynamic model of TCP window under AQM is established by Misra [3] . Control theory is successfully introduced into AQM, and PI, PID, PD algorithms are proposed, which uses instantaneous queue length as congestion measurement index. The queue length could be effectively controlled according to its expected value in certain AQM algorithms based on classical control theory, but they are aiming at a given network topology with unchanged parameters and could not well adapted to the network dynamic changes. In recent years, advanced control theories such as Fuzzy control and neural network control are added into AQM algorithm design by some researchers. Thus, these AQM algorithms have excellent stability, and the uncertainty of network parameters could be overcome. Nowadays, AQM algorithm based on control theory is much more scientific and its parameters configuration is much easier, which has become a research hotspot. The classification and comparison of AQM algorithms are shown in Table 1 . The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the congestion control model based on control theory. Section 3 presents improvement of congestion control algorithm based on cybernetics. Section 4 concludes this paper.
Congestion control model based on control theory
The traditional active congestion control method could not satisfy the actual requirement because of uncertainty and complexity of network. Nowadays, congestion control model is established based on optimization theory, nonlinear dynamics method and control theory. Then system stability and dynamic characteristics could be analyzed, and novel congestion control algorithm could be designed or classical algorithm could be improved. Finally, network transmission performance could be increased.
TCP/AQM control flow model
Network model based on fluid theory is proposed in reference [4] [5] [6] [7] , and dynamic characteristics of TCP window are described through non-linear differential equations, in which W is the average TCP window size, R is the round-trip time, q is the average queue length, and C is the link capacity. In equation (1) transmission delay, which describes that round-trip time R is proportional to queue length in the cache.
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Adopting linearization method, the non-linear TCP model is liberalized by Hollot [4] , and AQM mechanism is added into TCP window and system composed by queue. The control chart of a stable AQM close-loop feedback control system is shown in Figure 1 . 
Network congestion control model based on modern control theory
From the perspective of cybernetics, network congestion control system is a delayed nonlinear dynamic feedback control system composed by TCP congestion control algorithm of sending terminal and AQM algorithm of intermediate node. The congestion control model based on modern control theory is shown in Figure 2 . R is set to be 1, otherwise 0. The cumulative rate of source passing through this link is l y , the cumulative price of all links used by source i is i q , the price of link l is l p , its capacity is l c , its sending rate is s x , and the relationship among them could be described by the following formula.
Where, ( ) signifies that the row rank is full. Reference [5, 11] proves that if the sender controller gain of
M is the number of bottleneck links passed by sending terminal i , i D is the round-trip delay and i a is undetermined coefficient, the system is locally stable near the equilibrium point for any bandwidth and delay.
Network congestion control model based on intelligent control theory
The traditional control theory carries out analysis and design of control based on mathematical model of controlled objects, which is suitable for problems with precise mathematical models, but not for control system with complex process. Hence, Fuzzy Control [6] and Neural Networks Control [11] of intelligent control are widely used for network congestion control and especially for congestion control mechanism based on ratio control.
Yassine [12] adopted queue length as congestion metric, regarded queue error and its changing rate as fuzzy controller input, and provided relevant congestion index based on fuzzy reference rules adopting PI regulator for compensation. Although congestion situation could be effectively reflected by this method, there is still some hysteretic nature. Based on this method, reference [13] proposes out a fuzzy AQM algorithm based on link rate and queue length changing rate, which could keep queue length of intermediate node around its expected value in order to maintain queue stability and reduce queue delay. The system block diagram is shown in Figure 3 . 
Congestion control model based on predictive control
Reference [14] applied MPC theory of model prediction optical control for AQM algorithm design, which optimizes the system performance indicators through predicting the future dynamic of system. Aiming at network input delay, this algorithm adjusts predictive control framework and lets the buffer queue length quickly and smoothly reach its expected value through converting network performance indicators into control object. The network congestion control model based on predictive control is shown in Figure 4 . 
Improvement of congestion control algorithm based on cybernetics
Lots of advanced control theories such as robust control, neural network control and fuzzy control are used for AQM mechanism design. Active queue management mechanism based on control theory is more scientific, and parameter configuration is much easier for application. Active queue management mechanism designed through using control theory is focus of current academic research.
PI algorithm
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Based on Fluid Flow model, Hollot proposed out PI (Proportional Integral algorithm), which regards queue reference value and instantaneous queue length as controller inputs. The new arrival grouping discard ratio is outputted through controlling the error of abovementioned two inputs according to PI algorithm. The adoption of instantaneous queue length as congestion signal could much more quickly respond to the network dynamic change. The final differential equation of PI regulator is shown as formula (5). ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( 1) ) ( 1) ref ref
Where, a and b are constants, ( ) p k is the grouping discard ratio of the th k sample intervals, ( ) q k is the instantaneous queue length at the beginning of the th k sample intervals, and ref q is the reference value of the queue. Compared with RED [2] algorithm, PI algorithm has an integration element, which could effectively eliminate steady-state error of queue length and guarantee the stability of queue length. But it has slow response, long convergence time and static configured algorithm parameters. Because the network is a complex time-varying system, changes of network parameters could lead to fluctuation of system equilibrium point and result in steady-state error.
PID algorithm
PI controller is highly dependant on router cache size, and has long regulation time because of the lack of a differential element that could reflect changing rate [15, 16] . After adding differential element into PI controller, PID regulator is proposed.
The conventional relationship between the input and output of PID regulator could be described as shown in formula (6) .
Where, p k is the proportional coefficient, i T is the integration time constant, and d T is the differential time constant. Formula (7) is the differential form of PID algorithm.
Where, ( ) ( ) ref e k q k q   is the queue length at moment k . The new added differential element in PID algorithm effectively increases system stability and link utilization rate. However, PID regulator relies much on selection of proportional, integration and differential coefficients. The relationship among these there coefficients usually is not linear, and it is very hard to find out the optimal combination through using traditional methods.
Single neutron adaptive PID control algorithm
In order to overcome the shortcomings of PID algorithm for better real-time parameter adjustment performance, single neutron algorithm of neural network could be effective combined with PID algorithm [17] [18] [19] . The optimized PID control parameters could be acquired by using system self-learning ability and the system performance and robust could also be effectively improved. Single neutron is a non-linear information processing unit with multiple inputs and single output, and the mathematical model between the input and output of single neutron controller is shown in formula(8).
Where, ( ) i x k is the input of single neutron, ( ) i w k is the weighting coefficient of ( ) i x k , K is the proportional gain of single neutron, and ( ) u k is its output. The differential form of PID algorithm for calculating discard ratio in AQM algorithm is shown as formula (9), which shows that the weighting coefficient ( ) i w k is related with input, output and output deviation of single neutron.
The weighting coefficient could be regulated through adopting unsupervised Hebb learning algorithm, supervised Delta learning algorithm and supervised Hebb learning algorithm in order to make the PID coefficient suitable to the change of environment.
Although problems caused by imprecise models could be solved in some degree through adopting advanced control theories, there are still some limitations and shortcomings for the application of these theories in AQM design.
1) Problems such as calculation delay, learning rate and network complexity need to be solved through applying neural network method.
2) Online identification for system model parameters is needed for designing of self adaptive AQM controller through adopting adaptive control theory, but its complex process, heavy computation amount and high requirement for calculation ability of router are major problems.
3) Steady state errors of sliding mode control is not zero because of its chattering problems, but the too large steady-state error will lead to packet overflow when TCP packet number changes. Since linear control theory is simpler during system analysis and design and the neglected factors have little system affection, adoption of linear control theory for AQM design is still the mainstream of research.
In summary, the above-mentioned algorithms have different performance under different network environment, and none of them could always obtain optimal performances under different environment. The congestion control algorithm based on cybernetics is mainly used for improvement of PI parameters configuration and application of intelligent control theory, and the performance comparison of several typical congestion control algorithms are shown in Table  2 . 
Conclusion
Congestion control is an important aspect needing for considering in transmission protocol. No matter how technology is improved, various resources such as bandwidth, node processing ability and buffer space are limited, but the growth of application traffic is unlimited. Congestion control model based on control theory and typical congestion control algorithms are discussed in this paper, shortcomings of algorithms are analyzed, and comparison of several typical algorithms is given. Although the author has made a great process on study of AQM algorithm, the network congestion problem has not been fully solved, and the following problems need for further research:
1) The establishment of precise network model suitable for wider range will effectively combine control theory with Internet congestion control.
2) Design and improve AQM algorithm performance through fully utilizing flow characteristics.
3) Carry out research of intelligent control in congestion control algorithm. 4) Improvement on various mechanisms of TCP protocol and optimization research on TCP under different network environments.
5) Design of algorithm and study on congestion control for TCP friendly transmission and on transmission fairness.
6) The network coding technology could be combined with congestion control mechanism for solving complex network congestion problems since the network coding technology could effectively reduce the occurrence of congestion.
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